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Simulate the combat mission from a unique perspective and in complete control. With the game’s unique procedural weapon
damage system and destructible environments, you can now build the perfect battlefield. Weapon attachments, . the real time
strategy elements of the . A fully featured first-person shooter in a massive military sandbox, build your own experience using

sandbox levels, vehicles, weapons, and characters. With sandbox elements, build and play . Become a hero in the World War 2 .
The most epic and engaging military sandbox game that allows you to create and play your own missions, tactics, and strategy.

Create your own military battles, . Shape and deploy the battle on a field spanning . Building an army of vehicles, weapons,
soldiers, and allies, you can create any mission you want . Control the battlefield from every angle. With a wide variety of

vehicles, weapons, . The sandbox genre allows you to create and play the mission you want, directly in the game. . Solo
Missions . Become a legend in the World War 2. eHeroic actions . Play your way. Play as a tank commander and help . The

most epic and engaging military sandbox game that allows you to create and play your own missions, tactics, and strategy. With
sandbox elements, build and play your own mission. Shape and deploy the battle on a field spanning . Control the battlefield

from every angle. . An epic journey . An epic journey . More than just a game, it’s a whole virtual world. An epic journey . The
most epic and engaging military sandbox game that allows you to create and play your own missions, tactics, and strategy. With
sandbox elements, build and play your own mission. Control the battlefield from every angle. Be the general . An epic journey .

eHeroic actions . With sandbox elements, build and play your own mission. Shape and deploy the battle on a field spanning .
Control the battlefield from every angle. An epic journey . The most epic and engaging military sandbox game that allows you
to create and play your own missions, tactics, and strategy. With sandbox elements, build and play your own mission. Control
the battlefield from every angle. Be the general . An epic journey . The most epic and engaging military sandbox game that

allows you to create and play your own missions, tactics, and strategy. With sandbox elements, build and play your own mission.
Shape and deploy the battle
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